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Abstract
The rapid growth of open data sources is driven by free-of-charge contents and ease of accessibility. While it is convenient for public data consumers to
use data sets extracted from open data sources, the decision to use these data sets should be based on data sets' quality. Several data quality dimensions
such as completeness, accuracy, and timeliness are common requirements to make data fit for use. More importantly, in many cases, high-quality data
sets are desirable in ensuring reliable outcomes of reports and analytics. Even though many open data sources provide data quality guidelines, the
responsibility to ensure data of high quality requires commitment from data contributors. In this paper, an initial investigation on the quality of open data
sets in terms of completeness dimension was conducted. In particular, the results of the missing values in 20 open data sets measurement were extracted
from the open data sources. The analysis covered all the missing values representations which are not limited to nulls or blank spaces. The results
exhibited a range of missing values ratios that indicated the level of the data sets completeness. The limited coverage of this analysis does not hinder
understanding of the current level of data completeness of open data sets. The findings may motivate open data providers to design initiatives that will
empower data quality policy and guidelines for data contributors. In addition, this analysis may assist public data users to decide on the acceptability of
open data sets by applying the simple methods proposed in this paper or performing data cleaning actions to improve the completeness of the data sets
concerned.
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